In this letter, we propose an efficient relay antenna selection algorithm for the amplify and forward (AF) two-way multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) relay systems with analogue network coding (ANC). The proposed algorithm greedily selects the additional receivetransmit antenna pair that provides the maximum sum-rate. An iterative computation method is also designed to evaluate the sum-rate efficiently.
Introduction
In two-way relay systems, two users communicate with each other via the help of a relay. However, conventional relaying protocols require four phases of transmission over orthogonal channels to complete one round of information exchange. To improve the spectral efficiency, analogue network coding (ANC) [1] has been introduced into two-way relay systems. With ANC, two users concurrently transmit information to the relay during the first phase and the relay amplifies and forwards (AF) the superimposed signal to both users during the second phase, reducing the number of orthogonal transmission phases to two.
Furthermore, there is increasing interest in applying multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques in twoway relay systems [2] by equipping each node with multiple antennas to achieve multiplexing and diversity gains [3] . However, the hardware cost of antenna RF chains and computational complexity of advanced MIMO signal processing increase significantly with the number of antennas. To cope with this problem, antenna selection can be employed in MIMO relay systems. Antenna selection in traditional MIMO systems has been shown to achieve performance close to that of a full-complexity system (FCS), i.e., each antenna is equipped with its own RF chain, in terms of capacity at much lower cost by selecting a subset of antennas with good channel quality from all available antennas [4] . To select the optimal antenna set, it requires exhaustive search over all possible combinations and thus the complexity grows exponentially with the total number of antennas. Recently, low complexity sub-optimal antenna selection algorithms have been designed for conventional one-way AF MIMO relay systems in [5] and [6] , and for decode-andforward (DF) two-way MIMO relay systems with binary network coding in [7] . In this letter, we propose an efficient antenna selection algorithm for the AF two-way MIMO relay systems with ANC. In particular, we consider the relay antenna selection and assume the users activate all antennas. The proposed algorithm greedily selects one additional receive-transmit antenna pair each time that provides the maximum sum-rate. The process is repeated until the maximum number of antennas that can be selected is reached. By examining the closed-form expression of the sum-rate, we also derive an iterative method to efficiently evaluate the sum-rate when an antenna pair is added to the selected antenna pair set.
Notations:
, and det(·) stand for the transpose, conjugate, conjugate transpose, inverse and determinant of a matrix, respectively. ε{·} is the expectation operator. C k n is the number of combinations for selecting k elements from a set containing n elements. ||a|| denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector a. diag{a} denotes a diagonal matrix with the elements of a along the diagonal. I N stands for an N × N identity matrix.
System Model
We consider an AF two-way MIMO relay system with ANC as shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of two users and one relay node, denoted as S 1 , S 2 and R, respectively. Each user is equipped with N s antennas and each antenna has its own RF chain. The relay has N r antennas, but only N RF RF chains are available.
A two-phase time division duplex (TDD) relaying protocol is employed for the two users to exchange information via the help of the relay node. All channels are assumed to be quasi-static and flat fading, which remain unchanged during the two transmission phases. The number of antennas selected from the relay for each phase is denoted by L. 
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Note that L should be no greater than N RF and the selected antennas can be different for the two phases. Without loss of generality, we assume N r ≥ N RE ≥ L hereafter. During the first phase (backward transmission), S 1 and S 2 transmit data vector
The received signal at the k-th (∀k = 1, 2, . . . , L) selected receive antenna of R can be expressed as
where
, is the backward channel vector from S i to the k-th selected receive antenna of R with index b(k) ∈ {1, . . . , N r }. n r,b(k) denotes the zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) noise variable. By stacking all y r,b(k) into one vector, we have
We assume all noise variables are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with ε n r n
During the second phase (forward transmission), the relay node R multiplies y r with a diagonal AF matrix W
y r from L selected transmit antennas to both users. Note that each selected receive antenna is paired with a transmit antenna, and the transmit antenna can be different from the receive antenna. We assume the relay is subject to a power constraint P r and equal power allocation over the activated transmit antennas is performed. Thereby the AF gain associated with the k-th antenna pair is given by
Considering the channel reciprocity in TDD systems, the observed signal at S i can be expressed as 
and n i,eq = H T i,F Wn r + n i . According to [3] , the maximum rate for S i is given by
, and the pre-log factor is resulted from half duplex relaying. The sum-rate for the system is simply R 1 + R 2 .
The Proposed Antenna Selection Algorithm
To find the optimal antennas for maximizing the sum rate, we can perform an exhaustive search and use (6) to calculate the sum-rate for each combination of L relay antenna pairs. However, such a brute-force search requires
times of sum-rate evaluation, where L! is due to all possible permutations of L selected receive or transmit antennas. Obviously, the complexity grows exponentially. Therefore, we resort to a low complexity greedy antenna selection algorithm. To further reduce the complexity, we also propose an efficient method to evaluate (6) iteratively.
Assuming k (0 ≤ k < L) antenna pairs have been picked out, we investigate how adding the (k+1)-th antenna pair contributes to the sum rate performance. We consider a trial of adding one antenna pair with receive antenna index m and transmit antenna index n. For simplicity, we use a notation (m, n) to represent the candidate antenna pair. Denote H 
In addition, to satisfy the relay power constraint, W
should be updated as
Similarly, let
, . . . , h i, f (k) be the forward channel for S i and h i,n be the forward channel vector to S i from the n-th antenna of R. Let
According to (6), the rate for S i with the antenna pair (m, n) added to the selected antenna set can be computed as
and
Substituting (11) and (12) into (10), we get
and a 4 = σ r w k+1,m h i,n . By invoking the Sherman-MorrisonWoodbury formula [8] , which is
where B ∈ C m×m and d ∈ C m×1 , we can derive a logdeterminant equation shown by
From (14) and (15), the rate function (13) can be iteratively evaluated by the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1 -Rate Evaluation Algorithm (REA)
1) Initialization:
If i=3, output D 3 as the result of the first term of (13). Invoke (15) once to calculate the second term of (13).
Then instead of directly evaluating (10) for every trial of antenna pair, we use the proposed REA algorithm to obtain R (k+1) i,m,n , which is much more efficient since Π
are computed only once for each k and after the first trial the required computations are no more than several vector/matrix multiplications. Based on the REA algorithm, we further propose a greedy sumrate maximization antenna selection algorithm as follows:
i,m,n using step 2) and 3) of the REA algorithm. Select the (k+1)-th antenna pair with the maximum sum rate:
The maximum sum rate is denoted by R (k+1) sum max , and is registered as R 
Simulation Results and Discussions
We investigate the sum rate of the system when N s , N r and N RF take different values. All channel entries are modeled as i.i.d. ZMCSCG random variables with unit variance. σ 2 i and σ 2 r are assumed to be 1. We denote S NR 1 = P s /σ 2 r and S NR 2 = P r /N RE /σ 2 i , and we let S NR 2 = S NR 1 (case 1) or S NR 2 = S NR 1 + 10 dB (case 2). 10000 Monte Carlo runs are conducted for each result. Figure 2 shows the sum rate of the proposed GSRM algorithm compared with the exhaustive and random antenna selection schemes, as well as the FCS scheme with the same total power P r . As seen from the simulation results, the proposed GSRM algorithm outperforms the FCS scheme and achieves performance very close to that of the exhaustive antenna selection scheme. Figure 3 shows the sum rate results versus N r with SNR 1 = 0 dB. The sum rates of both the proposed GSRM algorithm and the exhaustive search scheme increase with N r . Moreover, the gap between them remains less than 0.2 bps/Hz, which verifies that the near optimality of the proposed scheme is sustained irrespective of N r . It should be noted that the sum-rate of the FCS scheme leaves a flat trail because of non-coherent signal processing. Similar observations have also been made in [9] for the one-way AF MIMO relay systems. The FCS scheme is known as the non-coherent AF MIMO relay protocol therein.
Conclusion
We propose an efficient relay antenna selection algorithm for the AF two-way MIMO relay systems with ANC to greedily maximize the sum-rate. The computational complexity associated with the evaluation of the sum-rate is further reduced with the proposed REA algorithm. Simulation results show the proposed algorithm achieves nearly optimal sum-rate performance.
